This paper presents an objective quality metric (FRQM), which characterises the relationship between variations in frame rate and perceptual video quality. The proposed method estimates the relative quality of a low frame rate video with respect to its higher frame rate counterpart, through temporal wavelet decomposition, subband combination and spatiotemporal pooling. FRQM was tested alongside six commonly used quality metrics (two of which explicitly relate frame rate variation to perceptual quality), on the publicly available BVI-HFR video database, that spans a diverse range of scenes and frame rates, up to 120fps. Results show that FRQM offers significant improvement over all other tested quality assessment methods with relatively low complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Visual experiences are key drivers, not just for the entertainment sector but also for business, security and communication technologies. Following the limited success of 3D content in consumer applications, there is a desire among consumers, content producers and broadcasters, for new and more immersive video content. Efforts in this respect have focused on extending the video parameter space with greater dynamic range, wider colour gamut, higher spatial resolution and increased frame rates [1, 2] . In this paper, we focus specifically on the influence of frame rate on video quality.
Increased frame rates reduce the visibility of temporal artefacts, such as motion blur and aliasing, (flicker, judder, etc.) leading to a more realistic portrayal of the scene [3] . The frame rates required to eliminate temporal artefacts can be calculated using the characteristics of the human spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity function [4] [5] [6] , and are related to the speed of the stimulus. Various subjective experiments, conducted on a variety of source sequences and *The authors acknowledge funding and support from UK EPSRC platform grant EP/M000885/1, and BBC Research and Development. testing methodologies, have also attempted to quantify the relationship between frame rate and perceptual quality [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However the test material used in these experiments is either generally not publicly available, or the range of frame rates tested are restricted. Mackin et al. [12] recently published an HD video database, which spans a range of frame rates, from 15 to 120 frames per second (fps). This publicly available database provides a valuable tool for modelling the relationship between frame rate and perceived quality in a content dependent way.
Existing generic full-reference image and video quality metrics can be modified to provide objective video quality assessment at various frame rates, by temporally upsampling a lower frame rate version of a sequence to the same temporal resolution as the reference. A number of bespoke quality metrics [9, 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have also been developed to detect the temporal artefacts associated with variations in frame rate. However they have not been properly evaluated on high frame rate (60fps+) content.
In this paper, a new Frame Rate dependent Quality Metric (FRQM) is presented. FRQM predicts, with relatively low complexity, the difference in perceptual quality between different frame rates through temporal wavelet decomposition, subband combination and spatiotemporal pooling. FRQM provides excellent correlation performance with subjective scores compared to four popular generic quality metrics and two state-of-the-art frame rate quality models. As a result, FRQM promises to be an efficient and useful tool for the purpose of adaptive frame rate selection, video quality assessment and high frame rate video compression.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the proposed quality metric in detail. Section 3 benchmarks the performance and complexity of FRQM against the other tested quality metrics. Conclusions are provided in Section 4.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The architecture of the proposed quality metric is shown in Fig. 1 . This metric requires both a reference video and a lower frame rate test version. In order to obtain a quality index, four steps are undertaken: i) temporal upsampling, (ii) temporal DWT decomposition, (iii) subband comparison and combination, and (iv) spatiotemporal pooling. These are described in detail as below.
Temporal upsampling
The first step of the model is to temporally upsample the lower frame rate video to the same frame rate as the reference. This is to ensure the reference and the test sequences have the same number of frames for further processing. Although more advanced upsampling methods are proposed in the literature [18, 19] , here we use nearest-neighbor interpolation [20] as to emulate a hold-type display (e.g. LCD) [21] .
Temporal DWT decomposition
In order to detect temporal distortions due to frame rate reduction, both the reference and upsampled videos are temporally decomposed using a 1-D Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) at various levels. This processes all luma pixels at the same spatial coordinates over all frames simultaneously using the Haar wavelet. The number of decomposition levels N is related to the ratio between the reference frame rate (FPS H ) and the initial frame rate of the test sequence (FPS L ):
For a pixel with spatial coordinates (x, y) within the frame t, its corresponding high frequency (HF) subband coefficient values are denoted as B r (x, y, t, n) and B t (x, y, t, n) for the reference and upsampled test videos respectively. Here n is the level of HF subband.
Subband comparison and combination
Following wavelet decomposition, subband coefficient values of the reference and test sequences are compared at N levels in order to obtain a HF subband difference D(x, y, t, n):
A weighted sum of these difference values is computed over all N subband levels:
where W (f (n)) are weighting values related to the temporal frequency f (n) of the HF subband at level n. Based on the Nyquist criterion [22] , the wavelet subband frequency can be calculated from the frame rate of the reference sequence:
The determination of these weighting values are described in Section 3.1.
Spatiotemporal pooling
It is noted that, in most cases, the distribution of video artefacts are spatially and temporally non-uniform. This becomes more evident when artefacts are introduced by frame rate reduction rather than compression. FRQM therefore employs an effective strategy to obtain global quality indices (frame and sequence levels). This is inspired by the pooling approach in SSIM [23] , In the pooling stage, each video frame is segmented into K non-overlapping square blocks,
The average combined subband difference is calculated for each block as follows:
where S is the block size (S=16 is used here 1 ). The frame level quality index is then the maximum value across all blocks:
Video quality is calculated by first splitting the video sequence into non-overlapping segments with the same duration, and then, similar to spatial pooling, the maximum of the local mean values is calculated: (7) where G is the number of segments, T denotes the total number of frames in the reference video, and L represents the number of frames per segment (L = FPS H /5). The duration of each segment is set as 200ms here, which is based on the visual persistence duration of the human visual system [24] .
Q is then converted to decibel units to give the FRQM quality index for the sequence:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Objective quality models are conventionally evaluated by correlating their predictions with subjective opinion scores. The BVI-HFR video database contains 22 unique and diverse sequences (HD) that span a range of frame rates (15, 30, 60 and 120 fps). Mean opinion scores (MOS) for all 88 sequences (22×4) were collected using the single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE) methodology. This MOS data is transformed into DMOS (difference) scores by:
The video database is thus extended to contain 132 (22×6) DMOS scores by selecting different frame rates as a reference, for example we can compare 120fps to 60, 30 and 15 fps; 60fps to 30 and 15fps; 30fps to 15fps. Alongside FRQM, six existing objective quality metrics 2 are also tested for comparison: PSNR, SSIM [23] , VQM [26] , STMAD [27] , TCFQ [17] and MNQT 3 [10] . The first four are popular generic image and video quality metrics, none of which have been designed specifically to address the impact of frame rate, while TCFQ and MNQT are considered as the state-of-the-art in modelling the relationship between frame rates and perceptual quality. The generic quality metrics were applied between the higher frame rate reference and the corresponding lower frame rate upsampled sequence, using the same upsampling method as Section 2.1.
TCFQ and MNQT were originally designed to predict normalised MOS (MOS FPS L /MOS FPS H ) rather than DMOS [10, 17] . In order to compare with the other tested metrics, the quality values for each test sequence obtained by TCFQ and MNQT have been transformed using the MOS of the corresponding higher frame rate reference by:
Here q and q represent the original and transformed quality values respectively for either TCFQ or MNQT. It is noted that the parameters of TCFQ and MNQT were trained on relatively low spatial and temporal resolution videos [10, 17] . To achieve a fair comparison, these parameters were trained again on the whole BVI-HFR video database, using the same procedures as described in [10, 17] . Results of the TCFQ and MNQT approaches using updated parameters are provided in this section, both of which exhibit improved statistical performance compared to the original specified parameters. A logistic fitting function was used to fit objective quality indices and DMOS scores [28] . Four correlation statistics, Linear Correlation Coefficient (LCC), Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC), Outlier Ratio (OR) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), were calculated for each quality metric [1] . Statistical difference in performance between tested metrics was verified using an F-test on the residual between the actual and predicted DMOS scores [29, 30] .
The complexity figures of the quality metrics are estimated based on their average execution time (normalised to PSNR), obtained on an Intel Core i7-3770S CPU@3.10GHz PC platform using Matlab R2012a.
Parameter determination based on cross validation
In order to obtain optimised weighting values, a twofold cross validation approach [31] was conducted on the BVI-HFR database. 132 pairs of test and reference videos were randomly divided into two subsets with equal size. One of these containing 66 test-reference pairs from 11 source sequences, was firstly used for training the weighting parameters. The remaining subset was employed for benchmarking metric performance. Each subset was used once as the test data. Due to the limited number of video frame rates included in the BVI-HFR database, this training process can only determine the weighting values for the temporal frequencies 15Hz, 30Hz and 60Hz.
The optimum weighting values were determined as those which maximise the correlation between FRQM and the subjective scores of the training data set, with an exhaustive search range from 0 to 1. SROCC was used to assess correlation performance, as it does not rely on data fitting. This training-testing split (each split contributes two sets of optimum weighting values) was repeated 100 times in order to minimise content bias. The other six metrics are tested on the testing subsets using the parameters (if applicable) provided in their published softwares.
Based on the cross validation results, the final optimum weighting values are 0.01, 0.03 and 0.14 for temporal frequencies 60Hz, 30Hz and 15Hz respectively, obtained by taking the medians of the optimum values over these 100 splits (200 trials). These parameters are used in the rest of the paper for testing the overall performance on the BVI-HFR database. Weights for temporal frequencies other than those tested here, can be interpolated using the same method as Fig. 2 (h). The average (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of SROCC values for FRQM and the other tested quality metrics over 100 twofold cross validations in shown in Table 1 , in which the results are based on the SROCC values from testing subsets. FRQM has the best average (0.896) and standard deviation (0.028) of all the metrics evaluated. 
Results for the whole BVI-HFR video database
The relationship between the six tested quality metrics and the subjective scores of the BVI-HFR video database can be observed in Fig. 2(a-g) , alongside the correlation performance in Table 2 and F-test results in Table 3 . FRQM reports a significant improvement in statistical performance over all other tested metrics, demonstrated by the higher correlation coefficients, fewer outliers, lower prediction errors and positive F-test results. Among all the quality assessment methods evaluated, STMAD, TCFQ and MNQT exhibit much higher computational complexity (over 1000 times greater than PSNR) than the other tested methods. The execution time of FRQM is only 29 greater than PSNR, which is relatively low among the tested quality metrics. Table 3 : F-test results for the tested quality metrics on the BVI-HFR database. Here a "1" indicates that the metric in the row is superior to the related column (and vice versa for "-1"), while "0" indicates no significant difference. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an efficient quality assessment method FRQM, which employs a temporal wavelet transform, subband combination and spatiotemporal pooling to predict the difference in perceptual quality due to frame rate reduction. Tested on the BVI-HFR database, the proposed method exhibits relatively low computational complexity while providing superior performance to four generic quality metrics and two state-of-the-art frame rate quality models. The proposed quality metric will facilitate visually lossless temporal resolution adaptation for video acquisition and storage, and can also be integrated with video coding algorithms offering promising bitrate reduction for high frame rate content.
